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In order to enable more garden landscape design enthusiasts to master the creation skills of perspective renderings, this article
introduces CAD computer-aided technology in the creation process of perspective renderings of garden landscapes. In the
research, through case analysis, the CAD technology is compared with the commonly used sketch master SketchUp, and the
detailed steps of making the garden landscape perspective renderings for small-scale modeling of garden landscapes are compared
in detail. Finally, an example analysis shows that the application of CAD technology to the creation of perspective renderings of
garden landscape can make the creation process more scienti�c, reasonable, and more ornamental.

1. Introduction

Traditional garden landscape creation comes from the ac-
cumulation of work experience of designers to perfect. If you
are faced with the creation of perspective renderings of
larger garden landscapes, you will pay special attention to
the rich experience of designers, design hours, and artistic
accomplishment [1–3]. CAD technology is becoming more
and more mature. �e use of CAD technology in the cre-
ation of garden landscape perspective renderings has the
advantages of humanization and intelligence. Compared
with the previous design based on work experience, CAD
technology appears to be more scienti�c, accurate, e�cient,
and more e�cient. At present, the design methods for CAD
technology are becoming more mature, and the research and
design of logical processes has become the main direction in
this �eld. �e use of parametric methods for garden land-
scape selection has given an important source of data [4, 5].

CAD computer-aided technology, as a kind of mathe-
matical logic calculation, is mainly through the decompo-
sition and transformation of the elements of the garden
landscape to better solve the complex creation di�culties.
�e creation process can clearly show the creation in the

creation process of the perspective renderings of the garden
landscape. Process to �nd a better design method to make
the creation more practical. Based on the detailed intro-
duction of CAD computer-aided technology for the creation
of garden landscape perspective renderings, it shows that
this technology can e�ectively improve the creation of
garden landscape perspective renderings.

2. Features of Garden Landscape Design

Design can understand people’s plans and plans to achieve
their goals. �e design process usually includes two parts:
creation and expression, among which thought and thinking
are the most important tools in the creation process
(Figure 1).

In this process, each link needs to be expressed in a
certain form, for example, using language to express ideas
and manuscripts to express the process of design and de-
liberation. Each link also borrows certain tools, such as
computer-aided design, paper and pen to record thinking,
andmaterials to complete design works. Garden landscape is
a technology that uses natural factors such as land, water,
plants, and sky to create a landscape. It requires the creation
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of a good natural environment and a beautiful artificial
environment. Rich cultural facilities are needed [6–8].

To learn the creation technology of perspective ren-
derings of garden landscape, you must first understand the
principle of perspective drawing, understand the relation-
ship between light and light and dark quality inspection, and
also need to master the relationship between the modeling
ability of flowers and trees and the color theory. Mastering
the principle of landscape perspective can effectively solve
the problem of housing construction, the types of man-made
buildings such as pavilions, pavilions, roads, and the cor-
responding relationship between flowers, trees, and char-
acters in the garden landscape. -e light and shadow do not
need to be as detailed as the light, but only need to be able to
distinguish the structural drawings. -e colors used in
creation are mainly divided into marker pens and colored
lead: the colors of marker pens can also be subdivided into
multiple series, which is more convenient to use, and the
color combination is not only professional, but also more
beautiful. For most students, the principle of garden land-
scape perspective and marking pens are mainly used for
coloring. -e process is systematic and can be learned and
mastered in a short time. -e real difficulty lies in the
modeling of the flowers and trees of the garden landscape.
-is is also the key point in the creation of perspective
renderings of the entire garden landscape. No matter how
perfect the house construction and the creation of flowers,
plants, and trees, if not handled properly, the entire picture
will be discounted. In order to make the creation of garden
landscape perspective renderings more reasonable, creators
are constantly using CAD technology to create.

3. Creation Techniques of Perspective
Renderings of Garden Landscape

3.1. Overall Layout. -e entire picture layout created by the
garden landscape perspective rendering is an effective
combination of different colors in the scene, and the cor-
responding position and form changes of different shapes
are also different. From the perspective of composition, it is
necessary to coordinate the relationship between the char-
acters as much as possible to give the viewer a balance -ere
is no need to use other too strong strictness to reduce the
visual jump. Ignore that the main design of the garden
landscape needs to match the corresponding colors
according to the time of the scene at the time. Balancemainly
means that the entire garden landscape layout has no
problems and should not be. Filling up this part is too
prominent to grasp the main elements of the garden
landscape.

3.2. Plants. In the postprocessing of PS, the harmony of
plants is very important. It can improve the sense of space
and perspective of the lawn, such as the projection of shrubs,
flowers, and branches.

3.2.1. Shrubs and Flowers. Open the shrub material library,
drag the shrubs to the scene, and adjust the size; you can
refer to the perspective relationship between the main body
of the landscape and the overall environment [9, 10].-ere is
too much emphasis on the perspective of the lawn and the
fusion of shrubs; ignoring the activeness of the color of the
picture, the overall greenery of the picture is used too much,
and the color of the picture becomes monotonous. It can be
decorated with flowers at this time.

3.2.2. Tree Branch Projection. A picture is usually composed
of distant, medium, and close range. When dealing with the
middle range, you can adjust the blur and saturation to
achieve the depth of field effect.

3.2.3. Lawn. -ere are three lawn treatment methods:
One is gradient. Use the gradient tool to paint the color

of the lawn and then imitate the lawn with noise.
-e second is the citation method. Directly quote lawn

materials. -is law is more true. -e premise is that the
perspective and tone of the lawn must be consistent with the
main scene and can be adopted.

-e third is the synthesis method. Introduce some lawn
materials and synthesize them in layers. -e colors are
beautiful and varied.

It should be enumerated that details such as auxiliary
roads and small shrubs cannot be ignored in the treatment of
lawns. -e clever application of detailed scenery can create a
real living environment. In order to integrate the lawn and
the close-up, it is at the junction of the close-up and the long-
range. Bending point must be dealt with.

3.3. Day Scene and Night Scene. In the production of
bidding projects, the same landscape is often expressed in
the two time periods of day scene and night scene. Many
people mistakenly think that day scenes are warm colors and
night scenes are cold colors, but they are not.-e night scene
does not have to be cold colors. -e cool and warm hue of
color is related to light; the inherent color of themain body is
directly related to the color of the light source. Sky, tall
buildings, trees, scenery trees, lawn, people, street lights,
cars, and other materials can be added to the same point of
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Figure 1: Design process.
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daylight and night scenes. -e difference is that the reflected
environmental atmosphere is different.

3.3.1. Day View. For example, add a day space to the scene,
adjust the size, create a new layer, check the lawn area with a
polygonal cable, set the foreground color RGB parameter to
105116237, and use Alt +Delete to fill the foreground color.
In order to improve the effect of the lawn, project branches
to enhance perspective. Set the foreground color RGB value:
307834; fill the foreground color; determine the road outline,
the foreground color RGB is 188122145, use the Bum Tool to
draw two black lines in the middle of the road, and the
motion is blurred (Motion Blur). Add light to the side of the
lawn processed horizontally. -is is the shading effect
produced by Eye Candy.

3.3.2. Night View. For example, take a night view of the sky
as a background, and introduce auxiliary buildings, lawns,
and roads so that the brightness of the layer with lawns and
roads is −55. After transferring the character to adjust the
brightness −40; use the cable tool to install the floor lamp to
select the lampshade part of the lawn lamp, and use Pho-
toGlow to process the luminous effect of the lamp, pa-
rameter setting: stroke width� 18, radiance� 16.3, and
opacity� 100%; import car material. Adjust the size and
position to make the car coordinate with the whole scene
and use the hue/saturation to adjust the brightness to −45; to
make the car light effect, use the polygon lasso tool to select
the two lights on the front of the car, and the foreground
RGB parameter is set to 245,245,241. For unfilled scenery,
use PhotoGlow to make shadows. Stroke width� 17, radi-
ance� 16.3, opacity� 80%, moving blur, driving car
angle� 4, and distance� 90; in order to make the distance
between the street light and the close range, branches are
added to reduce the brightness of the branches, the hue� 0,
and the chroma� 0, the brightness� −45, to imitate the il-
lumination effect of the street lamp.

4. TheCreationSkills ofCADGardenLandscape
Perspective Renderings

-e study of visual landscape has practical significance only
under the premise of landscape space. From the perspective
of perspective, the head does not rotate, and the normal
observation range with the human eye as the viewpoint is the
visual cone composed of 60° angle of view. -e visual in-
formation received in this visual cone is intuitive and stable.
-e visual space and material space of the landscape overlap.

-e creation of garden landscape perspective renderings
is a kind of directional noncircular diagram that illustrates
the probability dependence of variables. -e creation of
perspective renderings of garden landscapes composed of
sample learning represents a set of conditional indepen-
dence assumptions. Any end point is the combined state of
the parents independently and not the end of the offspring.
-e quality of multimedia visual perception can predict the
probability distribution of the random vector of each node

and decompose it into the product of the marginal distri-
bution of random variables; namely,

P x1, x2, . . . , xm|B( 
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,

(1)

where x1, x2, . . ., xm are attribute node, A� {x1, . . ., xm} is
attribute set, πi:i� 1,2, . . ., m represents the parent node set
of node xi.

-e key to the creation of garden landscape perspective
renderings is to estimate the possibility of producing results
based on the events that occur, and the creation of garden
landscape perspective renderings is supported by the
existing parameters (probability distribution) of the nodes.
Statistical knowledge calculations calculate the probability of
occurrence of events corresponding to related nodes. In
other words, the problem is that the value h of a part of the
attribute setH of the attribute set A and the attribute set K of
the other parts of the attribute set A are the conditional
probability P of the specified value k (K� kH� h). By
comparing the perspective renderings of the garden land-
scape, it is related to the production. -e size of (K� kH� h)
can infer the most likely result and reason.

-e creation of perspective renderings of garden land-
scapes is mainly based on the assumption of the event under
known conditions with the maximum posterior probability.
H is the limited hypothesis space defined in the exemplary
space D. For each hypothesis h (i.e., the creation of each
garden landscape perspective rendering), the postprobability
of the network can be expressed in D as

P(h|D) �
P(D|h)P(h)

P(D)
. (2)

And the creation of perspective renderings of garden
landscapes is to achieve

hMAP � argmax
h∈H

P(h|D). (3)

-eminimum description length L(g, D) is a measure of
the storage structure information of the garden landscape
plan under the multimedia background. G represents all
possible structure spaces of the Bayesian network, one of
which represents the minimum description length L of the
network structure g on the data set D.

4.1. Basic 8inking Mode and Its Application Principles

4.1.1. Diamond 8inking Mode. -e diamond-shaped
thinking mode is a preconvergent and postconvergent
thinking mode that includes two stages: divergent
thinking and convergent thinking. Figure 2 shows an
illustration. Here is an example to illustrate.

At the planned main entrance of a certain site, there is an
abandoned metal water tower with a height of about 20m
and a roughly circular shape, covering an area of about
15m2. -e following is the formal expression of the model.
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Set M� (water tower, location, main entrance of the
park), object Om is “water tower”; feature cm is “location”;
and feature authorization value vm is “main entrance of the
park.” Based on the principle of divergence analysis, a di-
vergence tree is obtained (Figure 3). Among them, the
symbol “ ⊣” stands for “divergence,” and the mark on the
lower-right corner of the matter element M indicates the
divergence level.

-is divergent tree rationally decomposes design ele-
ments, shows many feasible directions for design, and
provides ideas for design.

-e convergence process requires certain conditions
and goals. -e convergence method is not unique. Gen-
erally speaking, in CAD technology, excellent evaluation,
combination chain, and other methods are used to con-
verge the divergent tree. -is article introduces CAD
technology. Please try to choose easy-to-understand ex-
amples. Take the divergence tree in the above article as an
example. Taking the economic effect as the guide, the di-
vergence tree can converge. M′�M1㊉M212㊉M41㊉
M42, the symbol; complete one job a day; representative;
combination; the final plan is to transform the water tower
into the main entrance of the park. Advertising operators,
the basic part can also be developed into shops and paid
game facilities.

In general, the diamond-shaped thinking mode helps to
collect the potential energy of things and systematically
record the entire thinking process, repeated scrutiny, and
comparison.

4.1.2. Reverse8inkingModel. From a creative point of view,
the frequently used inverse thinking mainly includes the
inverse principle, the inverse attribute, the inverse direction,
and the inverse method. In the CAD technology, reverse
thinking is divided into 4 categories.

-e first category is for things; the core idea is to try to
solve the problem with the opposite feature of a certain
feature of the thing, namely, the “anti-matter-element and
“non-matter-element” methods. -e “anti-matter-element”
thinking model is expressed as matter-element as
M � (O, c, v), M1 � (o1, c, V1), when M � M−

1 ; thenM and
M1 have opposite values about the same feature; M and M1
are the anti-matter elements to each other. For example, the
natural number 1 and any number other than the natural
number 1 are mutually nonquantity values. If the goal can be
achieved after replacing them with nonquantity values, a
solution has been found through the “non-matter-element”
model. For example, in many old factory renovation proj-
ects, the factory building has no purpose or even has an
obstructive effect, so it will be demolished, but if the old
factory building has a certain purpose, it can be avoided.-e

CAD technical method is expressed as follows: set the use
value to x, thenM� (factory, use, x≤ 0), at this time, the old
factory is facing demolition, but there is a matter element
M1 � (factory, use, x> 0) so that the old factory building will
not face abandonment and demolition, and M1 � M; at this
time, the contradiction problem is solved through the non-
matter-element model.

-e second category is through events. -e counterevent
element; the core idea is to solve the problem with actions
opposite to the original event. If one thing is set,
A1 � (O1, c, V1), A2 � (O2, c, v2), when A1 and A2 are op-
posite to each other, in this case, A1 cannot be achieved, and
A2 can be achieved. A1 � A−1

2 reverses the element; the
model has found a solution. For example, there is an old
residential area with chaotic status quo, in which some
cultural relic protection groups that are not allowed to be
transformed are scattered. However, there are now several
design tasks highlighted by the cultural protection depart-
ment from the old residential areas. -e weakened sur-
rounding environment can also highlight cultural
preservation units. -erefore, there is A2 � (weakening,
dominating object, surrounding environment). At this time,
A1 � A−1

2 ; because A2 is possible, the problem is solved
through the counterevent element.

-e third category is to find a way to solve the problem
through the “inverse transformation” thinking mode.
Suppose an object “(pronunciation: gamma, which can be a
primitive, a collection of primitives, a universe of discourse,
etc.), when a transformation T cannot be found so that TΓ �

Γ′ (meaning that under the condition of transformation T,
the starting object Γ becomesWhen the goal Γ′) is realized, if
there is an T− 1 that makes T− 1Γ′ � Γ (meaning an opposite
transformation can make the target object Γ′ become the
starting object Γ), then the transformation T can still be
achieved. -is kind of thinking mode can be implemented
through a class of examples explains that, for example, in
urban environmental pollution problems, the matter ele-
ment is expressed as M� (pollutant, state, existence); the
purpose is to make the pollutant disappear, and the matter
element is expressed as M′� (pollutant, state, nonexistent),
due to the fact that many pollutants are difficult to degrade,
so it is difficult to convertM toM′ by changing T; that is, it is
difficult to achieve T− 1M′ � M. However, the opposite of
“cleaning pollution,” “forming pollution” is very easy to
achieve; that is, the conversion fromM′ toM is very easy. It
is easy to realize that T−1M′�M are established. According
to the theorem, T also exists, that is, a way to remove
pollutants exists, that is, to treat pollution from the source of
the pollution. Generally speaking, the “inverse transfor-
mation” model is in case A. It is very applicable to the
problem that it is difficult to transform into situation B, but
situation B is easy to transform into situation A.

B = (0, c, v)

B1 = (01, c1, v1)
B2 = (02, c2, v2)

B’1 = (0’1, c’1, v’1)

B’m = (0’m, c’m, v’m)Bn = (0n, cn, vn)

(n>m)

Figure 2: Diamond thinking mode.
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-e fourth category is the “inverse implication”
thinking model. -e implication relationship is
expressed in a mathematical formula: if A@ (meaning A
is realized), then B@ (same as above), then A implies B,
denoted as A⇒B; correspondingly, the “inverse impli-
cation” of A⇒B is B⇒A, which is interpreted as if B@,
then A@. -e modes of implication and inverse impli-
cation are easier to understand, and they are more
commonly used when analyzing the relationship between
things and exploring the transformation and utilization
of things. -ere will be corresponding examples in the
following “conduction thinking mode.” -is conversion
channel is not available for all things, but serves as a
reminder to the designer.

4.1.3. Conjugate 8inking Model. -e basic composition
content, composition method, and expression of the con-
jugate mode are as follows.

-ings Om � real part of things Om, imaginary part of
things Om.

-e hard part of the two things Om, the soft part of Om,
the soft and hard intermediary part of Om.

-e display part of two things Om, the hidden part of Om,
the hidden part of Om.

-e positive part of the two things Om, the negative part
of the Om, the negative positive intermediary part of the
thing Om.

Among them, the intermediary department depends on
the actual analysis situation; not all things exist in the in-
termediary department. Symbolically, this can be expressed
as follows:

Om � re Om( ⊕ im Om( ⊕midim−re Om( 

� hr Om( ⊕ sf Om( ⊕midsf−hr Om( 

� ap Om( ⊕ lt Om( ⊕midlt−ap Om( 

� psc Om( ⊕ ngc Om( ⊕midng−ps Om( 

� re(Om).

(4)

-e conjugate mode mainly solves the problem of ob-
jects. Here is an example to illustrate. Conjugation analysis
of Harbin’s urban land use characteristics resulted in the
following results (Table 1).

-rough analysis, it can be seen that the plan and the
plan are affected by various controllable factors, thereby
assisting the designer to improve the plan.

4.1.4. Conduct 8inking Mode. Conduction conversion is
the conversion of another object after a certain conversion
is performed on an object, and the conduction effect is
the effect of conduction conversion [11–13]. In CAD
technology, when there are objects that cannot be resolved
in the conversion of ϕΓ1 � Γ1′, if Γ1 ∼ Γ2 (the meaning of
the symbol is related), you can find a conversion.
Tϕ(ϕ⇒Tϕ)TϕΓ2 � Γ2′.

In the process of conduction transformation, there are two
basic relations between “association” and “containment.”

Taking a river reconstruction project as an example,
the key considerations are the ecological benefits of the
river and the management of stormwater, and the or-
namental nature of the plant landscape should be con-
sidered, and the core problems that need to be solved in
the design should be explored. -en, a series of analytical
substances can be established based on the theoretical and
practical knowledge of ecological river design [14, 15].
Assume the following:

(i) M1� (channel O1, river bed height, V1);

(ii) M2� (channel O1, water level height, V2);
(iii) M3� (channel O1, channel function, V3);
(iv) M4� (channel O1, climate, V4);
(v) M5 two (river O1, surrounding vegetation, V5);
(vi) M6� (channel O1, river bank line, V6);
(vii) M7� (channel O1, revetment form, V7).

-en, there is a network of related relationships
(Figure 4).

M-1

M1 = (Water tower, Location, Main entrance of the park) - M11 = (Water tower, Location, Other locations in the park )

M1 = (Water tower, Function, Abandoned) -

M3 = (Water tower, High, 20m) - M31 = (Separate floors, Storey heigh, 4m per flooe)

M4 = (Water tower, Base area, 15m2) - M41 = (Base area, Function, Shop)

M23 = (Water tower, Function, Park Service Station)

M221 = (Observation Deck, Function, Rest)

M22 = (Water tower, Function, Look over)

M221 = (Observation Deck, Function, Look over)

M212 = (Be watched, Function, Advertise)

M211 = (Be watched, Function, Artistic creation)

M21 = (Water tower, Function, Be watched)

M41 = (Base area, Function, Amusement)

Be watched

Figure 3: Divergence tree.
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It can be seen that M2, M4, M6, and M7 are the most
related to other content, so the impact is the most extensive.
According to the actual situation, in-depth analysis is carried
out and found that as long as the elements in M6 or M7 are
changed, the basis of the relevant network will occur.
-erefore, the ecological transformation of the river course
focuses on the transformation of the M6 river line and the
M7 quay wall.

Logical symbols containing relationships are used to
connect causal elements. -e framework of the form of the
question of containment relationship analysis is called the
containment system. If the cause of the internal system is
changed, the result will also change, and there will be a
conduction effect between cause and effect.

Assuming that the soil is exposed under the forest, it is
not clean, and the soil and water are easily lost. A method is
needed to solve the lack of problems in the landscape and
soil protection under the forest. Display [11] objects by
including system methods (Figure 5).

Carry out an inclusive analysis of the target items (Fig-
ure 6). -e analysis found that through the form composition
and plant selection of seeds, it is possible to repair and beautify
the space under the forest, while protecting the soil and water

resources under the forest. -e insourcing system has a causal
transmission effect, and changes in treatment measures will
lead to changes in the landscape.

5. Use the Unique Standard Basic Body of CAD
Technology to Expand the Modeling of the
Basic Body: Ontology Modeling

-e interface of CAD technology has many instructions.
Create basic graphics. -e simplest way to make objects can
be made directly using the commands of this panel. -is is
the simplest modeling method so that it can be obtained
directly from simple triangular pyramids, cuboids, and
cylinders (Figure 7).

5.1. Creative Creation of Perspective Renderings of Garden
Landscape. In addition to reflecting rationality, the design
of garden landscape plans should also emphasize innovation
and must abide by certain artistic rules in the design. One is
the relationship between diversity and unity. Diversity
means that when designing a landscape garden, when de-
signing the body shape, the amount of the body, the color,
the line, the form, the style, and other factors, all the above
materials are taken into account so that they are unified and
coordinated to form a certain degree of similarity or

Table 1: Conjugation analysis of urban location characteristics of Tuanjie Town, Daowai District, Harbin.

Research object Research element Conjugate pair
selection Conjugation part meaning

Location characteristics of
the city

Geographic location Empty head Imaginary part im(Om): relative city position
Real part re(Om): absolute geographic coordinates

Traffic condition Soft and hard

Soft department Sf(Om): traffic organization, flow
status

Hard part hr (Om): traffic facilities, road construction
status

Greening construction Soft and hard
Soft part Sf(Om): the activity formed by the use of the

crowd
Hard part hr (Om): green coverage, construction level

Regional culture Empty head Imaginary part im(Om): folklore, history, and culture
Real part re(Om): cultural objects, buildings, and so on

Land value Potential display

Potential lt(Om): tourism and other potential
unexplored value

Display ap(Om): the value of the current development
and construction

Land use nature Empty head Imaginary part im(Om): the nature of planned land use
Real part re(Om): the nature of the current land use

Economic revenue and
expenditure

Positive and
negative

Positive pSC(Om): total production value within the
plot

Negative part ngc(Om): total consumption value in the
plot

M5~M4

M3~

M6

M7

~M2~
M1

M5

Figure 4: Network of relationships.

Landscape, Type, Under the forest
Mg=

=

0ag=’ C1, V1

C2, V2

C3, V3

Function, Soil and Water conservaion

Function, Beautiful

Figure 5: Target matter.
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consistency, which makes people feel that there is a certain
change in the unity. If the ideas of the elements in the design
are not enough, it means that there is a change. At this time, I
felt disorganized and unstructured. Second, grasp the rela-
tionship between coordination and comparison.-e design of
the garden landscape achieves the goal of harmony through
the grasp and innovation of body shape, color, line, pro-
portion, virtual reality, and darkness, and so on, forming
objects of different forms as a whole related to different
sceneries. -e third is a balanced and stable relationship. -e
garden landscape is being designed and it is necessary to
consider the issue of color. If it is thick, it will be messy. -e
issue of quantity must also be considered. If it is too big, it will
not be coordinated. According to the principle of balance,
only a reasonable combination of plants of various weights
can make it stable. Logical symbols containing relationships
are used to connect causal elements. -e fourth is the

relationship between rhythm and rhythm. -e shape, color,
and texture of plants can express the rhythm and rhythm of
the landscape. Willow trees need to be meticulous and funny,
taking into account themood and regularity, themost suitable
for the effect of the landscape. -e vegetation is arranged
alternately to enhance the sense of rhythm and rhythm.

-e pavement of the garden landscape is not the main
landscape, but the coordination with the unreasonable area
so that each area is more clear, shape, and pattern to set off
the environment, and increase the thickness of the garden
landscape. -ere are many decorations centered on neutral
tones, and the colors are bright and not vulgar, but generally
speaking, the luxurious colors should be coordinated with
the atmosphere of the garden landscape space, and the sense
of sight should be used to enhance the sense of direction and
openness of the space. -e garden landscape sketch is the
decoration after the completion of the garden landscape
construction, which is hung through flower bed lighting
equipment, flower stand chairs, rocks, vegetation, flower
pots, and springs. -e embellishment of the sculpture sat-
isfies people’s physical and psychological requirements. -e
garden landscape sketches separate the space and connect
the space so that the scenic spots have obvious signs. -e
landscape passing through the memorial garden is exag-
gerated by the sketch. -e overall atmosphere of the land-
scape garden shows a unique artistic conception,
exploration, longing, and other artistic conceptions.

5.2. Rationality of Creation of Perspective Renderings of
Garden Landscape. Living requires a variety of activities. In
the design, not only must we consider people’s activities for
design, but also pay attention to the function. -e landscape
design of the memorial garden is not limited to the second

Artificial landscape, Function, Soil and water conservation
Function, Beautiful

Condition, Funds and technology

Facility, Function, Fix soil

Function, Slow down the flow of water

Form, Has ornamental value

Location, Glade

facility, Layout, Evenly distributed

Layout scale, Full of venues

Function, Fix soil

Function, Fix soil

Function, Slow down the flow of water

Function, Slow down the flow of water

Facility, Landscaping method, Color composition

Landscaping method, Plane composition

Landscaping method, Three dimensional composition

Plant landscape, Soil and water conservation
Function, Beautiful

Condition, Funds and technology

Processing method, Deforestation, Decrease forest density

Selection, Shade-tolerant shrubs

Selection, Strong ornamental value

M1=

M11=

M111=

M1111=

M2=

M21=

Figure 6: Implication analysis.

perspective

Figure 7: Extended standard primitive modeling.
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dimension, but also needs a three-dimensional display en-
vironment space capacity to meet the needs of people’s
activities. Scientific and detailed investigation and research
always follow the basic principles of domestic and foreign
garden landscape plans. -is mainly depends on the socially
reasonable nature of both the discipline of landscape
planning. -rough reasonable scientific garden landscape
planning investigation and research, planning various
construction procedures, effectively using the data collected
from various aspects to investigate the situation on the spot
to understand the public opinion, through the investigation
of local humanities and nature, the landscape design of the
memorial garden can be made more scientific, and to
achieve the unity of history and future. Because the garden
landscape is a complex system project, it needs to create
scientific and reasonable perspective renderings, constantly
analyze the various stages of the intervention of each system,
clarify the theme, solve the problems of the investigation
through comprehensive research, grasp the main contra-
dictions, and overlook the enemy from a height. Put forward
the correct strategic deployment so that the design of the
garden landscape plan will develop in the correct direction.
In order to commemorate the landscape design plan in the
garden, it is necessary to make a plan decision based on the
comparative method and the positive method. -rough the
imagination of the future, if you seek creativity and new
ideas, argumentation will play an important role.

6. CAD Technology Modeling Is the
Application of Modern Garden Landscape
Art Design

6.1. Comparison of CAD Technology and Sketch Master.
SketchUp is a new 3D design software used in the field of
architecture. It has many unique features and is also one of
the development trends of 3D software in the future. -e
modeling process is simpler and clearer than CAD tech-
nology, which enables designers to concentrate on the design
itself and make painting more efficient.

Compared with the final effect of SketchUp modeling,
CAD rendering 33 is better in terms of fidelity, aesthetics,
and sharpness. Although the modeling method is complex,
the modeling level is higher.

6.2. Introduction to the Production of CAD Technology
Garden Landscape Perspective Renderings. -e perspective
rendering of the garden landscape is composed of small
objects in the garden, Including rockery, garden pavilions,
flower stands, garden bridges, plant landscaping, garden
sculptures, etc. -e modeling of CAD technology is more
complicated. Compared with the software of SketchUp,
especially in the modeling of complex garden objects, the
garden sketches are exquisite and beautiful. -e complex
structure makes the modeling very difficult. Generally
speaking, in the process of making garden landscape per-
spective renderings, the first step of CAD technology,
PHOTOSHOP, AUTOCAD is to import AUTOCAD
drawings into CAD technology, which is a few two-

dimensional lines. Next, according to the instruction of CAD
technology, the two-dimensional line is turned into a three-
dimensional body. According to the above modeling in-
struction, the two-dimensional rotation instruction: extru-
sion, turning, polygon modeling, and other methods are
used to make AUTOCAD garden sketches one by one.

Introduce the AUTOCAD drawing of the villa courtyard
into CAD technology. After importing the design drawing,
the next step is to use the line drawing tool of CAD tech-
nology to draw that two-dimensional line. Use a large
number of extrusion commands to turn into a three-di-
mensional model (complex villa modeling), which includes
garden sketches such as flower stands, villas, bridges, and
trees. After making the garden sketches one by one using the
modeling method explained in the first part, the final ren-
derings are obtained.

7. Conclusions

-e use of CAD technology in the creation of perspective
renderings of garden landscapes. -rough the research on
the creation results of the perspective renderings of the
garden landscape, the CAD technology is used to improve
and a more scientific method is proposed. By applying CAD
technology to the creation of perspective renderings of
garden landscapes, the creative thought process is more
organized in chapters, and the transparency of the entire
creative thinking process is also conducive to research and
design. -is article mainly starts with the basic principles of
CAD technology creation so that more garden landscape
perspective renderings creators master this technology and
provide a basis for the subsequent application of CAD
technology in garden landscape design.
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